LAWRENCE SOMERSET L IMITED

Why innovation is difficult
- and how to make it work
In our discussions with clients, we are often asked to identify the characteristics of a successful
innovation programme. The short answer is ‘one which leads to a stream of profit generating
launches’ – something one can only be sure of with hindsight. For innovation teams in the trenches,
the question that preoccupies them is somewhat different: - why do ideas in which the team believes
wholeheartedly not get the backing the team they feel the ideas deserve?
Our experience of working with businesses throughout the financial services markets – banking,
insurance and wealth management – has led us to identify three types of reason why ideas fail. These
provide a framework for the diagnosis of an innovation effort and, if understood, can help the team
improve their performance in generating new ideas and taking them through to successful initiatives.

I
Ideas are not good enough to
meet the organisation’s needs

team in the meantime. The result is incremental
improvement of poor ideas, with insufficient
resources given to a fresh approach.

Frequently, ideas will simply not be good
enough to create the confidence in senior
management that further, perhaps major,
investment is warranted. There is no truly objective
standard here – it is a matter of commercial
judgement. The appropriate action is to kill the
poor ideas and support the good ones – or,
alternatively, to go back to the start and generate
new ones. This can be very discouraging for the
team concerned, but disappointment is a small price
to pay compared to the alternative of investing
millions in an idea that will not work.

Ideas may be poor because they have been framed

A profusion of poor ideas can lead to what is
perhaps a more insidious outcome – a pipeline full of
poor ideas that are neither killed off nor progressed.
This can come about when there is not enough
honesty in the process – senior management, keen
to encourage the innovation process but
disappointed by the poor crop of ideas hope that
better will follow and do not wish to discourage the

in too narrow a way. This often occurs in situations
where the role of the channel is an important part of
the overall customer proposition. If the innovation
effort is overly focussed on the financial instrument
the result is often that the product does not fit with
the ingrained practices of the channel and fails. The
best outcome in these cases is that the product fails
before it is launched, thus allowing the firm to
rethink and broaden the remit. If it fails after launch
the position is more difficult to recover from, because
damage will have been done to the product’s
positioning.

More broadly, it may be that the ideas put
forward for consideration are good inherently, but
not fit for the strategic purpose. That is, the ideas
are not seen to meet the strategic objectives of the
business or perhaps do not fulfil the original reasons
for establishing an innovation process. Often, what
drives innovation is the need for new sources of
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The Growth Ladder

Risk /
Return

Timeframe for revenue emergence
revenues. In financial services business, where
many revenues can be locked-in through some
forms of annuity-like products, senior management
are able to be very specific about the timeframes in
which they are seeking new revenues. In good
innovation these timescales should be used to drive
the type of initiatives to be considered.

What can be done to improve the quality, and
suitability of ideas proffered? The short answer is to
get some creative people in a room and to start
thinking. At Lawrence Somerset we use a number
of techniques for structuring the ideas generation
process. These aim to:
•

Involve a wide range of people in the process

from beyond the sales and marketing team –
some of whom will understand the business in
great depth, some, perhaps outsiders, will have
less attachment to the present and a broader
vision of where a business or market might be
heading
• Approach the generation of innovative ideas
from a number of stand points, in order to
develop fresh perspectives – in practice, this is
done using structured, creative sessions (we
have more than 20 ways of doing this) that are

designed explicitly to generate alternative
perspectives.

Represent the customer, and indeed other
third parties in the process to reflect the full
extent of the customer proposition, not just the
product. We often find that creativity with the
relationships in the value chain produces
innovations with more leverage than do narrow
product ideas, which are often easily copied.
• Be honest when it comes to prioritization. It
is not good policy to progress the ‘best of the
bunch’, if the best are still not good enough,
even if this means red faces and a new round of
workshops.

•

It is also important to match idea generation
to the strategic objectives of the business. One
useful framework is the Growth Ladder illustrated
above. This relates the types of initiative to be
considered to the timeframe over which revenues
might materialize.

This framework provides a useful checklist to
identify areas where more innovative thinking might
be required. To illustrate: if revenues are needed in
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the coming year, it is better to focus on customer
retention, cross-selling and up-selling, and broker
production and not on a new product relying on a
green-field site, new channel relationships or
untried customer management software.
Conversely, a business locked into a dying market
such as life endowments, may need to be bolder in
its search for new streams of revenue, even though
some attention to retaining existing customers may
extend the timescale over which the search for a
rescue package can be carried out.

The framework also encourages a broader
focus than merely new products, to encompass
customer relationship management,
communications, sales processes, broader
relationships with partners and adjacent and new
market development.

But even when ideas seem to be powerful, they
can fall foul of the selection process, and this can be
especially frustrating.

II
Good ideas are rejected because
the innovation process does not fit the
organisation
Frequently, good ideas fail to gain
acceptance and backing despite having inherent
strengths, and despite having been presented to the
selection process more than once. This can be
puzzling to an innovation team, because the process
seems to be working in that all the boxes are ticked,
but senior management are failing to give an idea
the backing it appears to warrant.

Poor fit with the organisation’s way of
working
In our experience, the reason this happens is
not because of a basic failure of the process itself,
but because of a failure to adapt the process to the
organisation’s own idiosyncrasies. Often this comes
down to styles of communication and ingrained
ways of looking at investment opportunities that are
not being sufficiently addressed in the innovation

process.

A common difficulty is around the degree of
financial underpinning, especially of costs in financial
projections. Finance directors used to evaluating
fully developed investment cases can feel exposed if
they are asked to judge investments based on a
revenue case or a gross margin case, without a full
analysis of costs.

A related point for operations directors is doability. Some will not wish to entertain new ideas
until a full operational assessment has been carried
out, and the impact on capacity been fully
understood.
On both these points what is needed is to
establish clearly upfront how decisions are going to
be made. Often innovation processes are structured
to evaluate and discard ideas efficiently and this
means an initial screen on the basis of revenue
impact - after all, if an idea does not generate
revenues, why bother to cost it out fully? In practice
though, because this means deferring analysis of
operations and costs until later in the process, some
ideas may suffer because a full business case is not
available for them.

In both cases, this can be resolved by a blend of
negotiation with the directors over what should
constitute a reasonable basis for decision-making at
each stage of the process, and designing the process
itself to deliver the required information on which to
base a decision.

This may involve discussion of:
• The role of revenues, vs. gross margins vs. full
costings in business cases
• The use of actual cost data vs proxies from the
sector, competitors or other similar businesses
• The timing of involvement of ops and finance
staff in the innovation work to add their
expertise
• The appropriateness of existing financial
structures for evaluating new business models
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It is worth remembering that in a staged
innovation process, the decision required is whether
or not to spend further resources on exploring the
business case – what is at stake is not the full
implementation cost but the spend per initiative for
the next stage in the process ie it is likely to be
several thousand, not a few million pounds.

IT function is performing an essential role and
resources are finite.
•

more flexible in how resources are allocated if they
have been engaged in the development work from a
relatively early stage. Sometimes, IT people may
not be first choice for early creative stage
involvement, but they can be engaged as
participants to feed back obvious constraints.

“IT or not IT”
The second source of potential blockages is
the IT function. Most financial services businesses
have extensive IT development underway, often
dealing with the adaptation of legacy systems to
current commercial and regulatory requirements.

•

frequently requires some sort of further IT
development and this can be central to the
innovation itself. For example:

Such developments can place enormous load
on IT departments and, curiously, appear to draw
especially on scarce resources such as cross
functional project managers or experts in particular
programming languages. As a result, attractive
commercial propositions can get close to the final
stretch and either be turned down because of
insufficient IT resources or be subject to significant
delays. Perhaps worse, ideas can be implemented,
but ‘watered down’ by the exigencies of the
implementation process, emerging as just another
average product, because all of the differentiating
functionality has been ditched in the interests of
moving the project forward.

What can be done about this?

After all, the

Create a proposition development
plan. Propositions need not be implemented in
all their glory from day one. A proposition
development plan plots the development path from
an ‘Entry’ proposition to a more extensive version.
This trajectory can be determined by IT resource
availability among other things.

The implementation of new propositions

• Better collection and use of customer information
in targeting
• Pricing that is more closely matched to customer
circumstances
• Tailored communications
• Information-based services e.g. alerts
• Use of new communications – e.g. mobiles
• Integration of customer management across
channels

Involve IT early on in the creative
process. Often, IT professionals will be a lot

•

Make a bid for additional or
outsourced IT resources. Occasionally, the
resource issue can be a control issue, and outside
resources can be used to further a new initiative
rather than drawing upon scarce internal
resources.

•

‘No IT impact’.

In extreme cases – we have
experienced this with at least one client - the use of
IT resource can be an early-stage decision
criterion, and only propositions with little or no IT
impact are progressed.

Ownership of the idea within the
organisation
A third source of potential blockages to
otherwise good business ideas is the question of
sponsorship and perhaps also the ‘not invented here’
syndrome This is played out between innovation or
marketing teams and those responsible for revenues
or other key resources – often the heads of
businesses or sales channels or even ops and IT. The
root cause of the difficulty may be in the rationale for
establishing the innovation initiative in the first
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place. A CEO or board may be either frustrated by
the level of innovation coming from the business as
usual teams, or feel that they have enough to do and
would benefit from additional assistance on
generating future revenues from a dedicated
innovation team. That’s all well in theory, but in
practice, there can be a lot of covert hostility about
ideas which come from a central team. Strong
leaders running businesses or divisions will have a
clear view of their own contribution, and may prefer
to define their own agendas. Ideas from the outside
may be seen as a threat to this and may therefore be
resisted. A number of tactics may be evident. The
most commonly used are:
•

•

•

•

Revenue Cannibalisation.

‘The new
idea is dangerous because it will erode existing
revenues’, or ‘it capture revenues that will be
captured in any case, by other initiatives which
the division is planning’
Distraction. Similar to cannibalization
impactwise – ‘we could do the new idea, but
existing efforts will suffer – your choice’.
Doability. ‘It’s a good idea in principle, but
in practice not doable’ – only perceived with
the greater level of understanding of
significant detail found in the division
Not necessary. ‘Those are good ideas, but
we are covering all those bases in our next set
of initiatives’

How should the basic process be
adapted to the organisation to improve
the chances of good ideas receiving the
backing they need?
The first step is to adapt the content of the
process so that it communicates in a way the
organisation can relate to. This may make for some
inefficiencies in the process but will be more
effective in the long run. In practice, this means
building a consensus with senior management on
the timing of work on operations, costs, and the
practicalities of implementation. Bringing this work
forward will slow progress but may speed decisions
up in the long run. For new teams, it will mean

working with finance on modelling, the use of
proxies for costs, the appropriate evaluation
methodologies – NPV, payback etc, and the all
important discount rate.

The second step is to set up the right
governance and sponsorship processes. Most
organisations establish some sort of ‘steering group’,
but it is important to be clear about roles and levels
of authority and sponsorship. The approval of a
committee may seem strong enough at the time, but
if line directors are not involved, decisions may come
unravelled. For example, in one organisation we
worked with, propositions were not proceeding to
the next stage unless they had the named
sponsorship of a line director - even though that
director would not have had an active role in the
near term. It is the case in most organisations that, if
no one in authority will back an idea it just won’t fly.

The third step is to integrate the outputs of the
innovation process with the formal planning and
budgeting processes of the firm so that real
objectives are there to be met which are distinct from
‘Business as Usual’. This can be expressed as an
aspiration of the sort:
‘’by 2010, 20 % of our revenues will come from new
propositions’’
or more tangibly:
‘‘we have a £20 m revenue gap in 2008, which the
innovation team are down to fill’’
Despite all the rational and political approaches to
generating and backing great ideas, occasionally still
nothing new is done.

III The ‘Governing Values in Action’
don’t support innovation
The third source of difficulties experienced
by innovators is more of a challenge to deal with
because it reveals itself in a disparity between what is
said and what is done.
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Matching
innovation to
revenue
objectives

Most organizations are reasonably successful
at what they do and over time, their processes,
people and mores become closely attuned to doing
what is necessary to be successful in their chosen
market. Often, the ability to maintain and control
the existing business becomes second nature.

Innovation implies moving beyond current
practice. This means relaxing some of the
instinctive responses to control that might not suit
a fledgling initiative, and learning new approaches
and responses. The challenge for management is
that it is often not clear which old responses need to
be unlearned and which ones developed. This is
experienced by innovation teams as positive
rhetoric about innovation and much action on the
process of it, but resistance to new ideas when they
are presented, and few decisions to take initiatives
forward.

The immediate effect of this can be that
ingrained ways of doing things can be simply
wrong, and may lead to poor judgements. This was
the case, for example, with an insurance firm
considering the creation of a new business to offer
guaranteed capital bonds to its customers, following
an approach by a systems company offering to
source the necessary systems and customer call
centre. After evaluation the management team
decided not to proceed because of financial analysis
conducted by an actuary on a 25 year embedded
value basis. However what the team had failed to

see was that this new proposition had a financial
structure quite unlike that of their existing
businesses. As it involved committing to tranches of
derivatives and selling them to customers over a 6
week period, with each subsequent deal negotiated
afresh, the financial structure was in fact more like
consignment-based retailing than the annuity-based
life assurance they were used to evaluating. New
approaches in financial evaluation led to a different
and successful decision.

This problem is a difficult one to tackle head on
because is seems to require challenging what appears
to be duplicity on the part of senior management,
although this is not really the case - it is more a
matter of their finding it difficult to adapt their
thinking to the new situations catalysed by the
innovation process.

It can help if the innovation team can identify
where new thinking might be required in advance.
This is illustrated in the chart below. New initiatives
can be assessed in terms of whether they reinforce or
disrupt internal competencies or external
relationships. Early use of this framework can help
to identify where extra attention might be required.

One manifestation of the disparity between
expressed values and values in action is the existence
of unspoken preconceptions or ‘sacred cows’ which
determine how the firm acts without ever being
explicitly stated. The following is a list made by one
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innovation team of the sacred cows they thought
needed ‘slaughtering’ before their senior
management would proceed with a truly innovative
initiative.

stages:

Innovation Team’s View on the ‘Sacred
Cows’ in one firm

disparity between their expressed values and their
values in action and that this disparity is hindering
development and confusing staff.

• New services must be fitted into existing
capabilities
• A high insurance risk means low profits
• Brand equity must be protected even if it means
inhibiting new ideas
• This firm can’t build brands,
• We won’t get an agreement to spend money on
marketing
• Our success depends on underwriting
• Cross-selling is too difficult
• The insurance cycle will always bail us out
• Other companies are prepared to lose money to
win
• The mass of brokers will continue to exist and
are important
• The company landscape in 20 years to come will
be the same as it is now
• The way we’ve always done things is the right
way
• Budget and planning systems are the
appropriate tools to manage change

This was within a firm which had just
implemented a company-wide innovation
programme to encourage staff to put forward ideas.
Remember, that this is the view from ‘below’ –
senior management might have been appalled to
read this list. Significantly, none of these ideas was
discussed when the central innovation team was set
up.
*

*

The solution to this problem must be in two
First, the senior team becomes aware that there is a

Second, the disparity must be understood and
addressed – whether it be embedded in information
systems, methodologies, ‘sacred cows’ or in any other
aspect of the firm. Only then can the firm move
positively on new initiatives with confidence. This
two-stage process was very evident with a recent
client:

Our internal research for a client wishing to
understand how to encourage sales staff to improve
customer satisfaction, revealed a significant disparity
between what senior management said they valued
and what they appeared to value in practice.
Customer satisfaction data was reported in
approximate form on a monthly basis and reviewed
in sales teams. Sales data was reported weekly, but
because of the lack of pipeline information, sales
managers had daily conference calls with sales people
to discuss their pipelines. Even on this basis, sales
received 20+ times the attention of customer
satisfaction. Calls to improve customer satisfaction
were effectively ignored and initiatives failed to make
the desired impact, and new initiatives were viewed
with scepticism. Redressing the information
imbalance between sales and satisfaction reporting
was identified as an essential precursor to developing
any innovative approaches to improving customer
satisfaction. Once the problem was understood, new
initiatives stood a much better chance of being
successful.

*

*

It is always exciting for an innovation team to have new ideas accepted and implemented, and
conversely, it can be very disappointing to have ideas turned down. In this paper we have set out
three broad types of reason why ideas may not be implemented. Honest diagnosis of the
circumstances where ideas appear to have failed will point to the types of intervention that will help
ensure investment in innovation and proposition development yields returns.
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